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Abstract. This paper describes a new technique for investigating the value of changeability in
complex engineering systems early in the design process. The work is an extension of
Epoch-Era Analysis, a framework that models contextual uncertainties over a system’s
lifecycle as a sequence of finite-duration periods of time. Strategies, defined as statements of
intended change mechanism usage, are used to identify executed change mechanisms across
the various contexts. Changeability is then evaluated in both time-independent (multi-epoch)
and time-dependent (era) domains, using a proposed set of metrics designed to explore
different dimensions of value. A case study demonstrates the application of the technique to a
conceptual space system.

Introduction and Background
Changeability is a potentially valuable addition to many engineering systems. Opportunity
can be seized and risk avoided by designing a system such that it has the capability to change its
form or behavior at some point during its lifetime. The inclusion of changeability typically
comes at an increase in cost, both a fixed development and physical inclusion cost and the cost
of exercising the option to change. These costs are frequently well known, but the benefits of
changeability are significantly harder to capture. This has hindered the inclusion of
changeability in the design process of systems: when the costs are known and the benefits
hidden, it becomes difficult to justify the inclusion of changeability-enabling features. This
research has resulted in a technique, the Valuation Approach for Strategic Changeability
(VASC), which attempts to address this problem by clarifying the value of changeability using
the Epoch-Era Analysis (EEA) uncertainty framework. The following subsections will provide
an introduction to the main concepts of changeability and EEA, in order to give the foundation
necessary to understand and implement VASC.
Change Paths. The construct of “change events as paths” is fundamental for a more precise

understanding of a system change. A system change event can be characterized with three
elements: (1) the agent of change, (2) the mechanism of change, and (3) the effect of change.
The agent of change is the instigator, or force, for the change. The role of change agent can be
intentional or implied, but always requires the ability to set a change in motion. The mechanism
of change describes the path taken in order to reach a future state from the present state,
including any costs, both time and money, incurred. Examples of mechanisms include the
execution of real options, such as the swapping of modular components, or the procurement of
additional system elements. The effect of change is the actual difference between the origin and
destination states.
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Epoch--Era Analyysis. Quantiifying the changeabili
c
ity of a sysstem necesssitates bringging the
dynamiic aspects innto considerration, as weell as a tempporal value-based persspective. Eppoch-Era
Analysiis (EEA) (Ross, 20006; Ross and Rhoddes, 2008) provides an approach for
concepttualizing syystem timeliines using natural
n
valuue centric tiimescales, wherein
w
thee context
itself deefines the tiimescales. An epoch is a period for
f which th
he system context
c
has cconstant
value exxpectations. Each fixedd context iss characterizzed by statiic constrain
nts, availablee design
conceptts, availablee technologyy, and articuulated attribuutes. Eras are
a sequences of epochhs, which
define the
t evolutio
on of contexxt across thee lifetime off the system
m. As exogeenous changges (e.g.,
new thrreat, availab
bility of a neew technoloogy, new poolicy, etc.) trrigger the sttart of a new
w epoch,
the systtem may neeed to transfoorm in orderr to sustain vvalue in the new contexxt, or else it may fail
to meet expectatioons as defi
fined for thhis new conntext, as illlustrated inn Figure 1 below.
d
by both technnical and
Dependding on the scope of a given study, epochs could be defined
non-tecchnical channges in conntext or expectations (ee.g. politicaal changes, or social chhanges).
Additioonally, the needs
n
aspectt of an epocch could refl
flect more th
han just techhnical perfoormance,
includinng programm
matic and political
p
connsiderations as well (Niickel 2010)..

F
Figure 1. Sy
ystem Need
ds versus Expectationss across Epochs of the System Erra

Epooch-Era Anaalysis proviides an apprroach for viisualizationn and a strucctured way to think
about annd model th
he temporal system valuue environm
ment, and iss used in ourr research approach
a
as a useeful means for
f specifyiing strategiees over timee. The epocch timeliness can be asssessed at
any poiint during thhe system lifecycle,
l
noot only during early coonceptual design.
d
For analysis
purposees, epochs can
c be know
wn in advance, or in the
t momentt, and can be
b determinnistic, or
probabiilistic. As such,
s
matheematical treatment of the
t paths, costs,
c
utilities, and tim
mes must
approprriately matcch the uncerrtainty levell of the dataa.
Previou
us Changeab
bility Quanttification/Vaaluation Ressearch. Forr all of the potential
p
bennefits of

changeaability, there has been great
g
interesst in methodds and metriics to identify both the quantity
and vaalue of chaangeability in systemss. Perhaps the best--known meethods for valuing
changeaability are the
t real opttions methoods. Founddational worrk has beenn done in reegard to
valuatioon of real options
o
andd additional research iss ongoing. The field of
o real optioons was
motivatted by the desire
d
to appply quantittative finanncial optionss valuation methods too capital
investm
ment decisions. The term
m “real optioons” was firrst used by (Myers,
(
198
84) in the coontext of
strategic decision-m
making, whhere “real” refers to the fact that thee underlyingg asset is real rather
“
optionn” gives thee decision maker
m
the riight, but noot the obligaation, to
than finnancial. A “real
exercisee an action or
o decision at a later po
oint in time. The conceept of real opptions analyysis is to
value innvestment decisions
d
byy taking into
o account thhe options thhat are availlable to the ddecision
maker in the futuree. In a generral sense, an
ny action or decision thaat can be takken in the fuuture can
be conssidered to bee a real optiion.
Three major appproaches too valuing finnancial optiions are: Bllack-Scholes, binomial pricing,
and sim
mulation (Bllack and Scholes, 19733; Cox et al.., 1979; Boy
yle 1977). All
A of thesee models
have beeen used to value
v
real options.
o
How
wever, the assumptions
a
s underlying
g the Black--Scholes
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model do not translate well to real options. The binomial pricing model and Monte Carlo
simulation have been popular in valuing real options. Besides financial valuation models,
decision analysis has been used to value real options. Decision analysis involves constructing a
tree where the layers of nodes represent decision and chance outcomes alternatively.
Uncertainties are modeled with probabilities of chance nodes. Decision analysis calculates the
best decisions by maximizing the expected value of the outcomes. Real options valuation
methods provide a means for quantitatively assessing decisions under uncertainty, but
additional research is necessary to validate and evolve these methods, as real options differ
significantly from financial options. For example, real options often have a high carrying cost,
not typically incurred by financial options. Additionally, the execution of a real option may
impact one’s ability to exercise other real options. This coupling between real options
introduces an additional cost for consideration during the analysis, which is not addressed in
classical financial real options analytic methods.
Previous research at MIT’s Systems Engineering Advancement Research Initiative
(SEAri) has resulted in a metric for quantifying the degree of changeability in a system without
using options theory: Filtered Outdegree (FOD). As previously mentioned, designs can have
multiple associated change paths: the number of outgoing arcs from a particular design is
called the outdegree for that design. The number of outgoing arcs from a particular design
whose cost is less than a defined acceptability threshold, Ĉ, is the filtered outdegree for that
design (Ross, 2006). The nature of filtered outdegree captures the apparent relativity in
perceived changeability of various designs: what may be changeable to one decision maker
may not be perceived changeable to another. The subjective acceptability threshold
differentiates the results per decision maker.
An attempt to modify filtered outdegree into a value (rather than quantity) metric was also
pursued. The result was value-weighted filtered outdegree, which weights the outgoing arcs by
the sign of their effect on utility, thus differentiating between positive- and negative-value
changes (Viscito and Ross, 2009). However, this metric is unable to differentiate between
changes resulting in large increases in value and small increases in value, nor is it clear that the
behavior characterized by positive and negative changes cancelling each other out is desirable.

The Valuation Approach for Strategic Changeability (VASC)
The following sections will describe the challenges behind valuing changeability and how
VASC is designed to meet these challenges with a general technique that can be applied to a
broad spectrum of cases.
Magnitude and Counting Value. The value of changeability is characterized by two
dimensions, which will be referred to in this paper as magnitude and counting value. The
magnitude value relates to the level of performance improvement derived from a change;
obviously, larger improvements in value are desirable over smaller ones. The counting value
relates to the quantity of changeability, with the understanding that there is value in having
multiple outgoing change paths, as this increases the likelihood that a desirable change is
available regardless of the current context or potential breakages in the change mechanisms
during operation. The previous methods for investigating changeability mentioned earlier
approach the problem from only one of these two directions: real options generating a number
associated with the value increase of a change option, and filtered outdegree simply counting
up the number of potential changes originating at a given design. One of the key goals of
VASC was to support the analysis of both of these dimensions of value at once, giving a more
complete accounting of system changeability.
Strategies. In order to clarify the tension between magnitude and counting value explicitly in
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the channgeability metrics,
m
the concept of rule executtion strategyy, hencefortth referred to
t as just
strategyy, was propposed. The concept
c
of strategy encapsulates the
t idea thaat “value is derived
from chhangeability
y only with executed chhanges.” A strategy is a statement of how andd when a
stakehoolder plans to
t execute any
a changeaability optionns in the system. For ex
xample, “m
maximize
utility,”” or “exercisse for system
m survival only.”
o
Givenn a defined tradespace network
n
andd epoch,
a strategy will seleect the “besst” transitioon (if any) that should
d be utilized
d from eachh design
point, aas can be seeen in Figuree 2.

Figure 2.
2 “Best” Pa
ath Selection Determined by Rule Execution Strategy
S

o strategy reduces
r
thee burden off enumeratiing all posssible end sttates. In
Thee concept of
practicee, only “goo
od enough” end states need
n
to be enumerated
e
in order forr a strategy to show
value inn the changeeability. Ennumeration of better ennd states willl result in higher
h
valuee for the
changeaability given a strategyy. In this way,
w
confideence scales with effortt and resultss can be
gained without havving to spennd exhaustiive effort too enumeratee end states. In fact, nuumerical
u
to gennerate targett end states for a given strategy
optimizzation and search methoods can be used
withoutt having to enumeratee full tradesspace netwoorks. This numerical search apprroach is
recomm
mended for future
f
reseaarch.
In practice,
p
the strategy deesignates thee end state “targeted”
“
by
b the stakeh
holder’s antticipated
use of cchangeabilitty given botth an initial design and an epoch. Then,
T
the magnitude
m
vaalue will
be derivved from th
he value diffference bettween that selected
s
end
d state and the initial state for
each eppoch and the counting value is reaalized acrosss the epochh space, wh
here the inccrease in
numberr of change paths givess more options and thuus a better chance
c
of a desirable option
o
in
each eppoch. Evaluuating multiiple strategiies is suggeested, as kn
nowledge off how changgeability
“shouldd” be used iss often requuested by syystem stakehholders. Wh
hile there iss no “best” strategy,
s
since eeach strateggy defines its
i own vaalue statemeent (such as
a “maximiize utility”)) and is
he “best” at
a accomplishing that particular goal,
g
the annalysis of multiple
m
correspondingly th
strategies with VASC can clarrify the effeccts of each strategy
s
on other
o
dimennsions of vaalue such
as efficiiency or exppected lifetime, and thee team perfoorming the sttudy can theen compare the pros
and conns of each sttrategy acrooss all dimen
nsions.
Desirab
ble Metric Properties.
P
. In additionn to the abiliity to capturre both magnnitude and counting
c
value, ttwo other feeatures weree also deem
med desirable for any new
n metricss developedd for use
with VASC.
V
The first wass that the metrics shhould be in
ndependent of the connsidered
alternattives; that iss, a design’ss valuation by
b a metric should not change if designs
d
are added
a
or
removeed from the design spaace. This has
h two bennefits, 1) metrics
m
resullts have staability if
designss of interest are
a added orr removed in the middle of the studdy and 2) it removes
r
thee burden
t
perforrming the annalysis that a “good” result is not a misleadinng result
of proof from the team
only froom compariison to otheer sub-optim
mal designs. The seconnd desirable property was
w that
the mettrics should be universaal in scale across contexxts: a score of X in onee context is equal to
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a score of X in another. This allows for much more powerful conclusions to be drawn for
scores across the various epochs considered in an EEA study.
Useful Metrics. A set of metrics recommended for use with VASC is presented here. One of
the goals of this research is the ability to properly compare and trade off between changeability
and robustness; as such, the metrics here are designed to target both. While these metrics are
recommended, one of the advantages of using VASC is that metrics can be inserted or removed
as appropriate on a case-by-case basis, allowing for targeting of particular applications’ metrics
or stakeholders’ desires.
 Filtered Outdegree (FOD) – As defined above, this metric scores designs on their
number of outgoing change paths, which heuristically targets designs with the potential for
high valuable changeability.
∑ ∑

FOD d, C

_

H T

,,

, ∀T

,,

C

where is the acceptable change cost threshold, N is the number of designs, j is a given
destination designs from d, k is a given transition rule, , , is a matrix elements of cost for
transition from d to j using rule k, and H(.) is the Heaviside function.
 Fuzzy Pareto Number (FPN) – Fuzzy Pareto Number is defined as the minimum
required fuzziness for a design (d) to be included in the K% fuzzy Pareto set (PK).
FPN(d) = min{ K | d  PK }

FPN is defined for each design in each epoch. The “fuzzy” Pareto set allows for a margin of
deviation from the true Pareto front, defined as a percent of the range of the data (Smaling,
2005). FPN is a measure of cost efficiency that is both independent and universal and thus is a
key component of the valuation that takes place in VASC. It is independent because the Pareto
front can be well-defined by a multi-variable optimization, and thus even if the Pareto front is
only approximated by a tradespace, it is insensitive to the inclusion or exclusion of designs.
FPN is universal because an FPN of 5 implies that the design is within 5% of total
cost-efficiency in that epoch, regardless of the epoch. FPN varies from 0 (on the Pareto front)
to 100. An index of 101 is used for invalid designs whose utility is therefore undefined.
 (Fuzzy) Normalized Pareto Trace (NPT/fNPT) – This metric targets passive
robustness, scoring design on the fraction of epochs in the epoch space for which they are
Pareto efficient: non-dominated in utility and cost.

NPT(d) =

 1{FPN(d) = 0}  N

epochs

epochs

 1{FPN(d)  K}  N

fNPT(d,K) =

epochs

epochs

 Effective NPT / Effective fNPT (eNPT/efNPT) – One of the new metrics, this
measures changeability-enabled robustness by calculating NPT and fNPT for a design
considering its end state (d*) determined by a strategy, rather than its own position. This
captures the “effective” robustness by accounting for the true value in any epoch in which the
design would change.

eNPT(d) =

 1{FPN(d*) = 0}  N

epochs

epochs

efNPT(d,K) =

 1{FPN(d*)  K}  N
epochs
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 Fuzzy Pareto Shift (FPS) – This metric is the basic choice for valuing the magnitude
of the strategy-selected change path in each epoch, calculated as the difference in FPN of the
start and end states. Thus it is measuring the efficiency improvement or decline caused by
executed changes.

FPS(d) = FPN(d) - FPN(d*)
 Available Rank Improvement (ARI) – Useful for comparing the relative value of
different change mechanisms, ARI takes a defined epoch and scores each change mechanism
(r) for each design in terms of how many other designs can be surpassed in rank-order utility
via that change mechanism (where dr is the set of designs reachable by d through r). This can
be used effectively to identify mechanisms that in general deliver larger value increases across
the design space.

ARI(r,d) = Rank(d) - min{Rank(d r )}
 Lifecycle FPN statistics – When simulating an era, the current FPN can be tracked at
all times. This data can be processed at the end of each sample era to calculate best, worst, and
average FPN across the lifecycle of the system. Average FPN in particular is useful for
comparing the aggregate lifetime efficiency of different designs.
 Rule Usage Likelihoods – Another good statistic to track during era simulation is the
number of usages of each change mechanism. In addition to then being able to compare the
relative frequency of usage for each in a random lifetime, the likelihood of executing a given
rule at any point during a lifetime can be calculated. This is a valuable piece of information
that can justify the inclusion or exclusion of a change mechanism from a design.
 “Going Rate” tradeoffs – The tradeoff between cost and value for including a change
mechanism is a frequently desired piece of information. By comparing designs that differ only
by their inclusion of a given mechanism, the “going rate” for additional changeability can be
calculated, comparing initial costs to any lifetime value metric. Alternatively, a removal
weakness study can be performed, which recalculates the strategic end states while ignoring a
specified mechanism or set of mechanisms, and the difference in value with the limited options
describes the value created by the lost mechanisms and can identify designs which are
dependent on a subset of their change mechanisms.

Procedure
There are five steps in the VASC process:
1. Set Up Data for Epoch-Era Analysis - Step 1 puts the case in question into the

epoch-era framework, allowing for piecewise consideration of time in sequences of
constant-context sections. Activities include identifying input data (design variables,
change mechanisms, stakeholder preferences and desired attributes, and context
variables). Outputs include design/epoch lists, transition matrices, and Fuzzy Pareto
Number for each design/epoch pair.
2. Identify Designs of Interest - Step 2 is necessary to reduce both the computation time

and the difficulty of synthesizing and grasping the results of the approach by reducing
the scope of full attention. Activities include calculating robustness and changeability
screening metrics (e.g. Normalized Pareto Trace and Fuzzy Normalized Pareto Trace
for value robust designs, and Filtered Outdegree for highly changeable designs), and
any other desired design identification techniques (such as picking favorite designs
through reuse or high performance in other metrics). Outputs include a subset of
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designs for further exploration. If concurrent visualization for comparison is desired,
then the number of designs in this set should be on the order of 5-7 for clarity purposes.
3. Define Rule Usage Strategies - Defined in Step 3, the strategy is the unifying factor of

the method, specifying the logic that interprets the system condition over time and
identifies change mechanism options that should be executed. Activities include
determining the set of possible rule usage strategies, defining strategies in terms of
logic for change mechanism execution in each epoch, and for each design/epoch pair,
determining the most desirable end state (defined by the strategy), which is reachable
via transition rules. Outputs include the realized end states and transition costs for each
combination of design/epoch/strategy.
4. Conduct Multi-Epoch Changeability Analysis - In Step 4, multi-epoch changeability

analysis (Fitzgerald and Ross, 2012-A) considers possible contexts the system could be
used in, but without the complication of time ordering or time dependence. Activities
include calculating multi-epoch metrics, such as Effective NPT and Effective Fuzzy
NPT, Fuzzy Pareto Shift, Removal Weakness, and Available Rank Increase. Outputs
include information on when, why, and how designs of interest are changing within
epochs and the value of those changes, as well as identification of particularly valuable
change mechanisms and/or designs which rely on a single mechanism for a large
portion of their value.
5. Conduct Era Simulation and Analysis - In step 5, era analysis (Fitzgerald and Ross,

2012-B) gives important lifecycle information on the designs as they perform, change,
and age over time, as well as help identify valuable change mechanisms. Activities
include simulation of many randomly generated potential eras for each design of
interest. Outputs include change mechanism usage frequency and likelihood, era-level
statistics on average/aggregate utility provided and design efficiency, and comparison
of strategies and change mechanism usage for each design.
VASC is also well suited to an iterative design process. Since it is recommended that only
a select set of designs are considered in detail at once, the process can be completed on
different subsets of the design space in sequence, before eventually combining the designs
deemed most desirable and comparing them to each other. For example, VASC could be
applied to a surveillance mission that can be completed with either unmanned aircraft or new
radar dishes by first iterating through aircraft designs of interest, then radar designs of interest,
and finally through the best designs of each subtype.
The following section discusses a case study, demonstrating the steps of VASC and the
types of insights that can be gained from its application. Example visualizations for the
recommended metrics are included.

Case Study: Space Tug
The primary purpose of the application of the Space Tug case in this research investigation
was to demonstrate the end-to-end process in a relatively simple case. In particular, the
application to the Space Tug system demonstrates both evaluation of valuable changeability
via strategies within epochs (short run value of changeability) as well as across eras (long run
value of changeability).
Background. A space tug is a vehicle designed to rendezvous and dock with a space
object; make an assessment of its current position, orientation, and operational status; and,
then, either stabilize the object in its current orbit or move the object to a new location with
subsequent release. A previous Multi-Attribute Tradespace Exploration (MATE) study
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explored the tradespace for a general-purpose servicing vehicle (McManus and Schuman,
2003). Three attributes formed the multi-attribute utility function: total ∆V capability,
capability of the grappling system, and response time (slow or fast). To provide these
attributes, three design variables were considered in subsequent modeling activities:
manipulator mass, propulsion type, and fuel load. A 128-member design space was sampled
and analyzed, by inputting each possible combination of the three design variables using a set
of enumerated values into (1) a parametric cost estimation model and (2) a physics-based
performance model.

Step 1: Set Up Data for Epoch-Era Analysis.
In order to apply the Space Tug dataset for this analysis, the original three design variables
were expanded to four design variables, which, when enumerated, resulted in 384 designs. The
design variables were propulsion type (biprop, cryo, electric, or nuclear), fuel mass, capability
level, and design for changeability (DFC) level. The DFC level is a switch intended to model a
conscious effort to design for ease of redesign/change. In the model, it varies from 0 to 1 to 2,
with the reward of additional and/or cheaper change mechanisms, and the penalty of additional
dry mass, resulting in higher costs and lower available ∆V.
In addition to the design-space, there were 16 epochs considered, generated from 2 contexts
and 8 user preference sets. The 2 contexts corresponded to present or future technology level,
which affects the transition costs, fuel efficiencies, and mass fractions.
In order to generate the tradespace network for Space Tug, six change mechanisms were
defined and are listed in Table 1. Rules 1-5 are “redesign” rules, which require
decommissioning and relaunching a space tug (with the associated costs) and rule 6 is an
“operations” rule, and does not require a new space tug. The “effect” of each change
mechanism is a modification of a single design variable to a different value.
Table 1. Space Tug Study Transition Rules (Change Mechanisms)

#
1
2

Rule
Engine Swap
Fuel Tank Swap

Effect
Bipropcryo
Change propellant mass

DFC level
0
0

3
4

Engine Swap (reduced cost)
Fuel Tank Swap (reduced cost)

Bipropcryo
Change propellant mass

1 or 2
1 or 2

5
6

Change capability
Refuel in orbit (no redesign)

Change capability
Change propellant mass

1 or 2
2

Once these rules were defined, an
algorithm determined the accessible
“end-states” available to each design via
each of the 6 transition rules, as well as
calculating the transition cost (dollars
and time) for each allowed path between
two designs. After these transition
matrices were determined, a multi-arc
calculation was performed to find the
“non-dominated” paths linking any two
designs in the tradespace via any
combination of change mechanisms. The
multi-arc transition matrix lists the most
Figure 3. Space Tug Multi-arc Transition Matrix
8
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efficiennt (in terms of cost and time) pathss allowed beetween any two design
ns in the traddespace,
and is illustrated with
w a “spypplot” in Figu
ure 3, with each mark indicating allowable
a
trransition
from thhe row desig
gn to the collumn design
n.

Step 2: Identiify Desig
gns of Intterest
Afteer setting up
u the data for epoch-era analysis, the next step is to identify designs of
interest. For purposes of VAS
SC, “interestting” designns are thosee that have a high likeliihood of
being vvaluable ov
ver a periodd of time, such as thhe intended lifecycle for
f a system
m. Two
categories of poten
ntially intereesting designs include those
t
that arre “passivelly value robust” and
w across a number off epochs
those thhat are highlly changeabble. The forrmer designs perform well
withoutt needing too change. The
T latter designs
d
havve a large “degree” of
o change, but
b it is
unknow
wn if the acccessible endd states are of
o any valuee.
In order to iddentify thee “passivelyy
value rrobust” dessigns, the Normalizedd
Pareto Trace (NPT) and
a
Fuzzyy
Normallized Paretoo Trace (fN
NPT) can be
used, with hig
gh scores indicatingg
“interessting”
deesigns
foor
furtheer
consideeration. NPT
T can be caalculated byy
countinng the fractio
on of epochhs in which a
given design
d
appeears in thee utility-cosst
Pareto set (Figure 4). fNPT is
i calculatedd
by allow
wing the deefinition of “Pareto set”
to incluude design
ns within K% of the
Pareto F
Frontier. Foor this study, the 1% andd
15% fuuzzy Pareto
o Frontiers were usedd
(Figure 5). In ordeer to identiffy the highlyy
Figurre 4. Space
e Tug Desig
gns with Hig
gh NPT
designs,
thee
Filteredd
changeaable
Outdegrree (FOD) can be caalculated byy
countinng the numb
ber of accesssible end states
s
availaable for a given startin
ng design sttate. The
filter is a constrainnt on the am
mount of doollars and tim
me (transitiion cost) wiilling to be spent in
he FOD decrreases differrentially
executinng a changee. As the filtter becomess more consstraining, th
across ddesign alterrnatives. Noo filter resullts in countiing all accessible end states,
s
regarrdless of
transitioon costs, whhich is the Outdegree
O
(
(OD)
of a design
d
in th
he tradespacce network. For this
study, bboth no filteer, and a fouur-month traansition tim
me filter were applied (F
Figure 5).

Figure
e 5. Space Tug Design
ns with High
h fNPT
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Figure
e 6. Space Tug Design
ns with High
h FOD

Thee three figurres above illustrate thee screeningg metrics accross the deesign space and the
indicateed chosen designs
d
of innterest. Table 2 summaarizes the seelected desig
gns of interrest after
applyinng the screen
ning metrics. Note thaat the coverrage of diffeerent levels for all threee design
variablees is quite good (all proopulsion typpes, DFC levvels, and caapabilities arre representted); this
is impoortant as it means
m
the screening
s
m
metrics
are not
n eliminatting a subseet of the traadespace
before cconsideratioon. Also inccluded are the
t attributees in the mu
ulti-attributee utility funcction for
each deesign as outpput by the model,
m
to giv
ve a sense of
o relative performance
p
e.
Table 2. Spacce Tug Desiigns of Interrest
Design
n
Numbeer
1
29
47
128
191
328
376

Ref
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Design Variables
V
Prop
P
C
Fuel
DFC
T
Type
Level Mass (kgg)
Biprop
B
0
30
N
Nuke
0
1200
Cryo
C
0
10000
N
Nuke
0
30000
N
Nuke
1
10000
Biprop
B
2
50000
Elec
2
30000

< Both >
Capabillity
(kg)
300
300
1000
5000
1000
3000
5000

Attribu
utes (present context)
c
Fast?
DeltaV (m/s)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N

1433
73881
61447
149449
161550
48228
278229

Baase Cost
(($M)
97
306
628
3020
980
2804
3952

Step 3:
3 Define Rule Us
sage Stra
ategies
Folllowing the selection off designs off interest, thhe next step
p is to defin
ne the potenntial rule
usage sttrategies, which
w
will bee used to seelect the “beest” end states for eachh design/epooch pair.
The fouur strategiess used in thee Space Tugg analysis arre describedd below.
Maxximize Utiliity: Deliver best possible performaance (highesst reachablee utility per epoch).
Maxximize Efficciency: Desiire to be as cost-utility
c
efficient as possible (lo
owest FPN)).
Survvive: Execuute change only
o
if systeem risks beecoming “innvalid” (onee or more attributes
a
are unaccceptable too stakeholdeers).
Maxximize Proffit: Use desiign changess to maximize revenuees less costss in each eppoch. A
revenuee model wass created to implement this, howevver since it is
i dependennt on the durration of
each epoch, it is deefined only at
a the era levvel. Thereffore it will not
n be used in
i Step 4 buut will be
in Step 5.
t strategiees, a simple script was uused to deteermine the selected channge path
Afteer defining the
(if any) from each design in each epoch, including thhe targeted end state, change
c
mechanisms
a
in the next steep.
used, annd transitionn cost accruued. This daata is then analyzed
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Step 4:
4 Condu
uct Multi--Epoch Changea
C
ability An
nalysis
Thee next step in
i the approoach is to coonduct multti-epoch anaalysis, that is,
i conduct analysis
across tthe various potential epochs
e
to see
s the distrribution of valuable chhangeabilityy across
possiblee alternativ
ve future context-needds pairs. One
O of the activities in
i this stepp is the
calculattion of the Effective
E
NP
PT (eNPT) and the Effe
fective Fuzzzy NPT (efN
NPT). Thesee metrics
are calcculated in a similar to
t NPT andd fNPT, hoowever, insstead of onnly considerring the
originatting design state, this calculation
c
l
looks
at the selected ennd state in eaach epoch.
Thee “do nothinng” strategyy is includeed for compparison andd is equivallent to the “robust”
“
design approach, where
w
no change
c
mecchanisms will
w be considered or executed.
e
F
Figure
7
illustrattes the impaact of strateegy on efNP
PT across thhe seven deesigns of intterest. Insigghts that
can be drawn from
m a figure like this arre typicallyy comparisoons betweenn either designs or
mplying
strategies. For exaample, desiggns D and E have a 1000% efNPT under eachh strategy, im
that theey are highhly passiveely robust and remaiin robust inn efficienccy when exxecuting
changeaability for other
o
goals (improved utility,
u
etc). The level 2 DFC desig
gns, F and G,
G are the
least coost efficient due to the increased weight
w
of thheir added change
c
mecchanisms. IIt is also
apparennt that the maximize
m
efficiency sttrategy movves all the designs
d
at least as closse to the
Pareto front as poossible (as it should), and the survive
s
straategy has thhe least reggard for
improviing efficienncy in the vaarying conteexts.

Figure 7. Spacce Tug efNP
PT by Strate
egy for Des
signs of Inte
erest

Nexxt, Fuzzy Pareto
P
Shifft (FPS) is consideredd in order to get a better ideaa of the
changeaability valu
ue independdent of natuural robustnness. To do
d this, FP
PS distributiions are
displayeed for eachh design off interest under
u
a givven strategyy, where thhe distributiion is a
frequenncy plot acrooss the diffferent epochhs. Using thhe “maximiize utility” strategy (Fiigure 8),
there is generally a slight negaative effect on efficienncy, with thee exception of design F,
F which
has the majority off its distributtion’s weigh
ht on the positive side of
o zero. Dessigns D, E, aand G do
not execute changees in a majoority of epoochs, leadingg to a largee spike at zeero FPS. Deesigns A
and F hhave the mosst effective improvemeents in efficiency.
Usinng the “maxximize efficciency” straategy (Figurre 9), one caan see that itt does not allow
a
for
negative FPS channges and thhat design G gains much
m
more value from
m its changgeability,
howeveer A and F are
a still the designs
d
withh the highesst valuable changeabiliity.
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Usinng the “surv
vive” strateggy (Figure 10),
1 one cann see that theere are manny fewer chaanges, as
most deesigns have a full peak (all 16 epocchs) at zeroo. The excepption to thiss is design A
A, which
must always changge, as it willl run out off fuel if opeerated in coonsecutive epochs.
e
Altternative
d includee using a tabble of order statistics (a heat map cooloring can assist in
ways too view FPS data
visualizzing the num
mbers) or a stacked boxx and whiskker plot for each
e
designn.

Fig
gure 9. Maxximize Efficiiency FPS Distribution
D

Figure 8. Maximiz
ze Utility FPS Distribution

Figure 10. Survive FP
PS Distribution

Afteer looking at the FPS results, wee may be concerned
c
th
hat one chaange mechaanism is
driving all the valuue for some designs of interest.
i
If so, we coulld perform a removal weakness
w
study, ttaking that mechanism
m out of coonsiderationn and quan
ntifying the decrement in FPS
perform
mance. This informationn is importannt for assesssing the critticality of a change
c
mecchanism,
showingg how valu
uable a systeem would be
b if the meechanism faailed. Howeever for thiss system
most of the channge mechannisms are redesign
r
tyypes, which
h don’t sufffer from potential
p
breakdoowns, makin
ng the remooval weaknness study conceptually
c
y uninterestting. Removving the
in-operaation refuell just makess the DFC level
l
2 desiigns identical to DFC level
l
1 desiigns, but
with ann additional weight penaalty, so thatt would sim
mply result inn redundantt informatioon.
Onee more anaalysis can be
b performeed looking at the Avvailable Rannk Increasee, which
approxiimates valuee as the num
mber of desiigns (ranks)) a design caan surpass in
i utility viaa change
mechannisms. This is an impeerfect metriic (no accounting for costs and affected
a
heaavily by
design eenumerationn), but can be
b an intereesting basis for comparrison of chaange mechannisms as
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utility eenablers.
Figuure 11 illusttrates the ARI calculatiion across thhe design sppace, compaaring potential rank
gains w
with each ch
hange mechaanism. The main take-away for th
his case studdy is that ruules 2, 4,
and 6 aare the mostt effective at
a increasing
g utility; theese three ru
ules all relatte to amounnt of fuel
on-boarrd. This hig
ghlights thee importantt utility-enaabling charaacteristic off having more
m
fuel
availablle to the Space Tug.

Fig
gure 11. Space Tug AR
RI Comparisson across Change Ru
ules

Sttep 5: Co
onduct Era
E Simullation an
nd Analys
sis
In S
Step 5, epoochs are tim
me sequencced to deteermine perfformance off systems across
a
a
lifecyclle and can give
g
insightts into the path
p
dependdence of rule executionn and likeliihood of
using chhange mech
hanisms giveen strategies. For the Space
S
Tug sttudy, 5000 sample
s
epocchs were
run for each design
n of interest.. As it turnss out, time ordering
o
hass little effectt on this casse, so the
lifecyclle average FPN
F
statistiics for eachh design undder each strrategy are similarly
s
ordered to
what waas found wiith the efNP
PT statistics, and thus thhe plots aree omitted heere.
Figuure 12 illusttrates a roll-up of the Era
E Analysiis for Design E, investiigating the usage
u
of
the diffferent chang
ge mechanisms. For these
t
eras, and
a across the
t four considered strrategies,
only rules 4 and 5 were execcuted. The probabilistic
p
c nature of the results is because the rule
pendent on the
t particular era (timee-sequencedd and duratiion-labeled epochs)
executioon was dep
that unfolded. Th
his type off insight can
n be used to justify the
t inclusioon of thosee change
b
thee Survive or
o Maximizze Profit
mechannisms. Alteernatively, if a decisioon-maker believes
strategies to be the logic by whhich he willl make most changeabiility decisions, the excllusion of
gued since it goes rellatively unuused for thhose strateggies; this can
c save
rule 5 can be arg
nge paths.
developpment costs without saccrificing freequently dessirable chan

Figure 12. Space Tug
g Design E Rule
R
Usage
e by Strateg
gy across a 10 Year Erra
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We may seek information about the “going rates” for the inclusion of changeability in the
system. In this case, we can compare designs to their counterparts that are identical except for
DFC level, and look at initial cost difference and average profit accrued over the lifetime of the
system using the maximize profit strategy. This is illustrated in Table 3, by comparing designs
with and without change mechanisms enabled, one can determine the costs and benefits of
adding such changeability across the system lifecycle.
Table 3. Space Tug Changeability Lifecycle Cost/Benefit Tradeoff
-DFC tradeoff

Design

N/A

D

-$80M initial cost
-$4B profit over 10 years
-$384M initial cost
-$20B profit over 10 years

E
F

+DFC tradeoff
+$544M initial cost
+$34B profit over 10 years
+$80M initial cost
+$21B profit over 10 years
N/A

Conclusions and Future Research
The primary goal for the research was to uncover difficult to extract information on
valuable changeability for a design space and present it in an accessible way to assist in
decision making. Other important goals included identifying designs that deliver high amounts
of value in different ways (e.g. robustness and changeability), and the operational strategies
that maximize value. The research also enabled the assessment of what change mechanisms
deliver the most value or are the most critical for some designs to continue to deliver value over
time. Ultimately, in order to help to justify the investment in changeability, which has been
difficult to do in the past due to asymmetry in ease of identifying costs over benefits, the
research has demonstrated a first effort in being able to establish a cost versus benefit tradeoff
for adding or removing changeability from a design (a.k.a. the “going rate” for changeability).
In order to organize and assist analysts and decision makers in capturing changeability
tradeoffs within a study, the Valuation Approach for Strategic Changeability (VASC) was
developed. VASC is a five-step approach that guides analysts through generation and
organization of design data, as well as application of analysis to generate valuable
changeability metrics and their interpretation. The main contributions of VASC include:






Expanded set of screening and valuation metrics (eNPT, efNPT, FPN, FPS) in
Table 4
Explicit method for accounting for value of changeability over short and long time
scales (strategy-interpreted)
Linked explicit design decisions with changeability (change mechanism
comparison)
Incremental analysis approach that can scale with available information and effort
An approach that is mostly automated, but also encourages focused
value-elicitation and interpretation discussions between decision makers and
analysts
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Table 4. Working Set of Metrics for Use in VASC

Value Aspect
Robustness via
“no change”
Robustness via
“no change”

Acronym

Robustness via
“change”

eNPT,
efNPT

“Value” gap

FPN

“Value” of a
change
“Value” of a
change
Degree of
changeability
Degree of
changeability

NPT
fNPT

FPS
ARI
OD
FOD

Stands For
Normalized Pareto
Trace
Fuzzy Normalized
Pareto Trace
Effective (Fuzzy)
Normalized Pareto
Trace

Definition
% epochs for which design is
Pareto efficient in utility/cost
Above, with margin from Pareto
front allowed
Above, considering the design’s
end state after transitioning

% margin needed to include design
in the fuzzy Pareto front
Difference in FPN before and after
Fuzzy Pareto Shift
transition
# of designs able to be passed in
Available Rank Increase
utility via best possible change
# outgoing transition arcs from a
Outdegree
design
Above, considering only arcs
Filtered Outdegree
below a chosen cost threshold
Fuzzy Pareto Number

Future research will apply VASC to larger case studies, featuring design spaces and epoch
spaces orders of magnitude larger, in an effort to test the scalability of the process, which takes
about one day to perform, including human interpretation, on a case the size of the Space Tug.
Because most of the calculations that take place in VASC are independent between designs or
epochs, it is expected that computation parallelization will be able to vastly speed up large case
studies. Future case studies will also explicitly account for development phases, tracking the
lifecycle of the system through design, build, test, and operations phases. The active phase will
affect the available change mechanisms, and execution of changes will result in schedule delay
or a reset to an earlier phase, which should greatly increase the number of insights that can be
obtained from the time-ordering of epochs in era analysis.
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